In this paper author proposed a unique vibration suppression device that has variable inertia mass using continuously variable transmission (CVT) in order to obtain vibration isolation when a harmonic frequency was coincided with an anti-resonance frequency of 1DOF system. The device complies a ball screw mechanism, a flywheel, servo motors and CVT. The CVT is composed of toroidal wheels and power transmission wheels. The device has a small inertia force when an attitude angle of the power transmission is low by the servo motor as depending on a contact radius between two half toroidal wheels, on the other hand the large inertia force under high angle, so variable inertia force which acts as series inertia mass can be controlled continuously. The trial device was manufactured and the resisting force characteristics were measured. Theory of the variable inertia force was introduced, and compared with the experimental results. In order to confirm vibration control, an optimized inertia mass which always adjusts to anti-resonance frequency was determined in case of 1DOF system with the device, frequency response tests were carried out by using a shaking table, and experimental results were compared with calculated ones. Finally, the theory of resisting force and effects of vibration suppression were confirmed.
ここで，はボールねじの逆作動変換効率，f0 は各円盤間の接触およびピストン等による全摩擦力を表し，SIGN は符号関数である．式(9)の加速度項の係数を付加慣性質量 me として定義する．式(6)，(7)，(9)および表 1 の値を Fig. 4 Attitude diagram of the power transmission wheel. The attitude angle of the power transmission wheel is related to a contact radius between the toroidal wheels No. 1 and 2 such as a gear ratio. The power transmission wheel is able to switch the attitude angle from /12 to 5/12 radian continuously. . Friction force is identified by using the experimental results. The device has a sum of the inertia force, which is described as a left rising slope, and the friction force, which is described as a rectangle. The left rising slope is switched by the attitude angle. The friction force is increasing as large attitude angle since a normal reaction force, which transmits a torque between the power transmission wheel and the toroidal wheel, becomes large. Series mass Fig. 9 Numerical calculated results together with the mass ratio. Exact solution by Eq. (14); --, Approximation by Eq. (17); --.
The transmissibility of exact solution passes through any anti-resonance points completely whenever the mass ratio is optimized by Eq. (14). The transmissibility and the mass ratio of exact solution are mostly coincided with the approximation excepting for low frequency range. 
域では式(19)の値に収束している．そこで，減衰比を

